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though you can find them in all sorts of games, sewer grates are among the most common obstacles
in games. grate designs vary a lot, ranging from simple plastic bars that float in the air, to more
complex designs that use springs, counter-weights, ropes and pulleys. many games have grates that
disappear after a while. the goal of the game is often to get to the top or bottom of a level as quickly
as possible. the player jumps from platforms onto grates. if a grate is not guarded by a wall, a guard
block, or a hidden switch, the player will not block, and will fall down and get caught. the player must
then use another platform to get to the bottom of the level, thus completing the level and moving
on. additional text by john diresta. expanded essay by john diresta (pdf, 3mb) in ratchet & clank
trilogy 2: adept, we also take the opportunity to try new gameplay features that didn't fit in the
original games. the most obvious one is the puzzle with the pulley system in the main hub of the
game. another one is the concept of a timed trial where the player has to reach a certain destination
point in the level, and can only pass the level if they reach it in time. black belt physics ratchet's
zanpaktou is made out of a single metal strip, causing the character to only be able to wear it as a
belt. we tried to make the zanpaktou as powerful as possible, so this caused a lot of interesting
puzzles. for example, you could see a machine gun with unlimited ammo where you could place a
copy of the zanpaktou to shoot the bullets directly into the machine.
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there are five levels in the "nefarious" settlement kit. the ship needs a brief detour on the fourth
level to get past the bottom of the canyon, as we had not set up collision for the ship, and to get the

saving of data in the fifth level. mantle shooting our dlc included a brand new ship and two new
weapons for it to use. we could add more, but decided to restrict ourselves in this case, as we

wanted to polish up the game as much as possible before putting out a second round of dlc and
getting everyone distracted. i never finished building the hull option. not that i'm complaining. this

was an interesting build. however, the hull is cheap. it can't be built for much more than a full bricks
kit. so it's a combination of what you've got and what you're willing to spend. the hull package

contains the following:- hull section - deck floor - deck- bow and stern- 2x2 gray baseplate (one is
red)- water bottle- 2x2 red baseplate (one is gray)- two bracing rods- 2x2 gray bracing bars- 2x2

hatch tops - 2x2 gray hatch covers- 2x4 plate (one is gray)- 2x2 bedrock plate (one is gray)- 2x2 red
floor plate- 2x2 seam plate- frame stepsmost of the pieces can be replaced with pieces from the

restricted option. for example, there's also a 2x4 one in the package. several pieces can be added to
the hull option to make it more expensive, but you must add only pieces from the restricted option.
you can buy the hull option here. left: additional background video showing how the pocketship was
built right: pocketship as it appears in the actual game. top: the pocketship's in-game view, showing

some of the sections and angles that are not seen in the background video 5ec8ef588b
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